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Purpose: Missing heritability in human diseases represents a
major challenge, and this is particularly true for ABCA4-associated
Stargardt disease (STGD1). We aimed to elucidate the genomic and
transcriptomic variation in 1054 unsolved STGD and STGD-like
probands.

Methods: Sequencing of the complete 128-kb ABCA4 gene was
performed using single-molecule molecular inversion probes
(smMIPs), based on a semiautomated and cost-effective method.
Structural variants (SVs) were identified using relative read
coverage analyses and putative splice defects were studied using
in vitro assays.

Results: In 448 biallelic probands 14 known and 13 novel deep-
intronic variants were found, resulting in pseudoexon (PE)
insertions or exon elongations in 105 alleles. Intriguingly, intron
13 variants c.1938-621G>A and c.1938-514G>A resulted in dual PE
insertions consisting of the same upstream, but different

downstream PEs. The intron 44 variant c.6148-84A>T resulted in
two PE insertions and flanking exon deletions. Eleven distinct large
deletions were found, two of which contained small inverted
segments. Uniparental isodisomy of chromosome 1 was identified
in one proband.

Conclusion: Deep sequencing of ABCA4 and midigene-based
splice assays allowed the identification of SVs and causal deep-
intronic variants in 25% of biallelic STGD1 cases, which represents
a model study that can be applied to other inherited diseases.
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INTRODUCTION
High-throughput genome sequencing has made a huge
impact in biology and is considered the most powerful
genetic test to elucidate inherited human diseases.1 It allows
the unbiased detection of a wide spectrum of genetic variants
including coding and noncoding single-nucleotide variants
(SNVs), as well as structural variants (SVs). However,
sequencing and data storage costs as well as the possibility
of secondary genetic findings hamper the use of genome
sequencing.
Based on the advantages and limitations mentioned

above, genome sequencing is not the best method to
perform sequence analysis of one or a few genes that are
associated with a clinically distinct condition. This is
illustrated by autosomal recessive Stargardt disease
(STGD1), which is caused by variants in the ABCA4 gene.
STGD1 is the most frequently inherited macular dystrophy
with an estimated prevalence of 1/10,000.2 Thus far, 1180
unique ABCA4 variants have been reported in 8777 alleles
of 6684 cases (www.lovd.nl/ABCA4).3 A large proportion of
the variants affect noncanonical splice site (NCSS)
sequences, with variable effects on messenger RNA (mRNA)

processing,4–6 and several deep-intronic (DI) variants have
been identified.5,7–13 Most of these DI variants strengthen
cryptic splice sites resulting in the insertion of pseudoexons
(PEs) in the mature ABCA4 mRNA. SVs seem to be rare
in ABCA4,7,10,12,14 although systematic copy-number
variant (CNV) analyses have not been performed in most
STGD1 cases.
Due to the relatively large size of the ABCA4 gene (50

exons; 128,313 bp), variant screening initially was restricted to
the scanning of the exons and flanking splice sites with poor
sensitivity, leaving 50–70% of STGD1 probands genetically
unsolved.14–17 Recently, sequence analysis of the entire 128-kb
gene was performed using next-generation sequencing plat-
forms using Raindance microdroplet polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) target enrichment or Illumina TruSeq Custom
Amplicon target enrichment,10 HaloPlex-based sequence
enrichment,7,9 or genome sequencing.1,9

Identification of two pathogenic alleles is important to
confirm the clinical diagnosis because several promising
clinical trials are underway based on RNA modulation with
antisense oligonucleotides,7,9,18 drug based therapies,19 as well
as gene augmentation20 and stem cell therapies.21 STGD1
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cases will only be eligible for these therapies if both causal
alleles are known. In addition, recent studies identified alleles
carrying a coding variant in cis with a DI variant, and only
these combinations represented fully penetrant alleles,7,9

pointing toward the importance of analyzing noncoding
regions in the STGD1 cases.
Recently, we reported on the use of 483 single-molecule

molecular inversion probes (smMIPs) to sequence the 50
exons and 12 intronic regions carrying 11 pathogenic DI
variants of 412 genetically unsolved STGD1 cases.5 In this
study, we aimed to design a semiautomated, high-throughput,
cost-effective, and comprehensive sequence analysis of the
entire ABCA4 gene, which could serve as a model study to
investigate human inherited diseases due to variants in one or
a few genes. Using 3866 smMIPs we sequenced 1054
genetically unsolved STGD or STGD-like probands and 138
biallelic controls carrying known ABCA4 variants. Novel
NCSS and DI variants were tested in vitro for splice defects.
Additionally, a very high and reproducible read coverage
allowed us to perform CNV analysis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Samples
Twenty-one international and four national centers ascer-
tained 1054 genetically unsolved probands in whom STGD
was part of the differential diagnosis as determined by the
local ophthalmologists specializing in inherited retinal
diseases. Since ABCA4 disease is known for its clinical
heterogeneity, a spectrum of (overlapping) ABCA4-associated
phenotypes were part of this study, as well as a STGD1
phenocopy: central areolar choroidal dystrophy (CACD). The
clinical findings specific to a certain clinical diagnosis and the
main phenotypic characteristics used in the differential
diagnosis are described in Table S1. Also, 19 cases with a
clinical diagnosis of macular dystrophy without further
specification were included.
Among 1054 cases 833 probands were previously screened

by employing different screening methods, i.e., exome
sequencing, targeted gene panel sequencing including all
ABCA4 coding regions, and Sanger sequencing of all coding
ABCA4 exons. Details are provided in Table S2.
We discerned two patient groups. The first patient group

consisted of 993 genetically unsolved probands who carried
one (n= 345) or no (n= 648) ABCA4 allele. For two subjects,
DNA was not available and both parents of the probands were
studied, assuming autosomal recessive inheritance. The
second patient group consisted of 61 “partially solved”
probands, carrying the c.5603A>T (p.Asn1868Ile) variant in
trans with other alleles. This last group was also investigated
as it was suspected that there could be unidentified DI
variants in cis with c.5603A>T, as the penetrance of
c.5603A>T, when in trans with a severe ABCA4 variant, was
~5% in the population.22,23

This study was approved by the Medical Ethical Committee
2010-359 (Protocol nr. 2009-32; NL nr. 34152.078.10) and the
Commissie Mensgebonden Onderzoek Arnhem-Nijmegen

(Dossier no. 2015-1543; dossier code sRP4h). All samples
were collected according to the tenets of the Declaration of
Helsinki and written informed consent was obtained for all
patients participating in the study.

smMIPs design and ABCA4 sequence analysis
Detailed information on the smMIPs-based ABCA4 sequen-
cing, selection of candidate splice variants, and inclusion
criteria is provided in the Supplementary Materials and
Methods.

Midigene-based splice assay
The effect of nine NCSS variants and 58 DI variants was
assessed by midigene-based splicing assays employing 23
wild-type (WT) BA clones previously described4 and the
newly designed BA32, BA33, BA34, and BA35. WT and
mutant constructs were transfected in HEK293T cells and the
extracted total RNA was subjected to reverse transcription
(RT)-PCR as described previously.4 Details are provided in
Supplementary Materials and Methods.

Identification of CNVs and assessment of the underlying
mechanism
An Excel-based script was employed to detect CNVs using
smMIP read number. Microhomology at the breakpoints was
assessed using ClustalW, breakpoint regions were analyzed for
non-B motifs by tool (nBMST and QGRS Mapper) (for details
see Supplementary Materials and Methods).

Semiquantification of RT-PCR products
To quantify the ratios between correct and aberrant RT-PCR
products, densitometric analysis was performed using ImageJ
software.

Uniparental disomy detection
To test the presence of uniparental disomy (UPD), haplotype
analysis was performed in one STGD1 case (DNA14-33085)
using exome sequencing data.

RESULTS
smMIPs performance and ABCA4 sequencing
A pilot sequencing study was conducted using 15
STGD1 samples and five DNA samples of control individuals,
revealing all 34 previously identified variants (Table S3). The
average number of reads for the 20 DNA samples ranged
from 10 to 152,500 per smMIP, with an overall average
coverage of 933× for each smMIP.
In total 1192 DNA samples were analyzed for variants in

ABCA4 using six NextSeq500 runs. The average number of
reads of the 3866 smMIPs was 377×. As most nucleotide
positions are targeted with two smMIPs, the effective average
coverage was ~700×. To determine the coverage of ABCA4 in
more detail, we calculated the average coverage of each
nucleotide position for runs 1 to 5 combined (Table S4). To
visualize the results, nucleotide positions that were not
covered or poorly covered (≤10 reads), moderately covered
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(11–49 reads), or well covered (≥50 reads) are depicted in
Fig. S1. From the 128,366 nt of ABCA4, 1980 nt (1.5%) were
not or poorly covered, 1410 nt (1.1%) were moderately
covered, and 124,976 nt (97.4%) were well covered. Although
ABCA4 introns carry several repetitive elements (Fig. S1), they
only had a small effect on smMIPs design. Several larger
repeats are present in up- and downstream regions of ABCA4,
which resulted in the absence—or poor performance—of
smMIPs. Sequencing of 1192 samples yielded a total of 7756
unique ABCA4 variants that are listed in Table S5.

Sensitivity and specificity of the smMIPs-based sequencing
To assess the sensitivity of the new smMIPs sequencing
platform, we tested 123 previously genotyped samples5,9 in
three series (runs 2, 3, and 6) (Table S6) as well as 15 control
DNA samples carrying 13 different SVs spread throughout
the ABCA4 gene (run 6) (Table S7). All previously known
SNVs (n= 300) and 13 SVs could be identified, yielding a
sensitivity of 100%. Six additional variants were found due to
low coverage in the previous studies, and three variants had
not been annotated correctly previously.

ABCA4 gene sequencing and identification of variants
ABCA4 sequencing was performed for 1054 genetically
unsolved STGD and STGD-like patients. This revealed 323
unique (likely) pathogenic SNVs and 11 SVs in 1144 alleles.
Sixty-four of 323 SNVs (26%) and all 11 SVs were novel
(Table S8). Detailed in silico analysis of novel SNVs is
provided in Table S9. Thirteen percent of these alleles were
represented by DI variants and SVs and another 10%

accounted for NCSS variants (Fig. 1a). All variants and the
respective cases were uploaded into the ABCA4 variant and
STGD1 cases database LOVD at www.lovd.nl/ABCA4.
Two (likely) pathogenic variants were found in 323

probands, three probands carried p.Asn1868Ile in a homo-
zygous manner, and one (likely) causal variant in trans with p.
Asn1868Ile was found in 125 probands. Only one (likely)
causal variant was identified in 174 probands. Additionally, in
65 probands, the p.Asn1868Ile variant was the only identified
variant (Table S10). No (likely) causal variants were found in
364 cases.
Among the SNVs, the most common causal alleles were

c.5603A>T (n= 134), c.5882G>A (n= 84), c.[5461-
10T>C;5603A>T] (n= 44), c.[1622T>C;3113C>T] (n= 30),
c.[4469G>A;5603A>T] (n= 27), c.4539+2001G>A (n= 26),
c.6079C>T (n= 23), and c.4253+43G>A (n= 21) (Table S8).
To visualize the relative frequency of causal STGD1-causing
alleles, we excluded 65 heterozygous c.5603A>T alleles that
were found as the only ABCA4 allele in these cases, as they
were most likely present because of its high allele frequency
(0.06) in the general population (Fig. S2).23,24

Splice defects due to noncanonical splice site variants
The effect on splicing of nine NCSS variants was tested in
nine wild-type splice constructs previously described4

(Fig. S3). All of the nine tested novel NCSS variants showed
a splice defect when tested in HEK293T cells. Severity was
assigned according to the percentage of remaining WT
mRNA, as described previously.4 Five NCSS variants were
deemed severe as they showed ≤30 of WT mRNA, three were
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considered to have a moderate effect with WT RNA present
between >30 and ≤70% correct RNA and only one was mild
as it showed >70% of WT RNA (Table S11, Fig. S4).

Deep-intronic variants identification and functional
characterization
Based on the defined selection criteria, 58 DI variants were
selected for splice assays. To test their effects, 27 WT
midigene splice constructs were employed, 23 of which were
described previously,4 and four of which were new (Fig. S3).
Thirteen of 58 tested DI variants showed a splice defect upon
RT-PCR and Sanger validation (Figs. 2 and 3). For the
variants that did not show any splice defect, RT-PCR results
are shown in Fig. S5.
Six of the novel DI variants, i.e., variants c.570+1798A>G,

c.769-788A>T, c.859-640A>G, c.1938-514A>G, c.2588-
706C>T, and c.4634+741A>G, resulted in out-of-frame PE
inclusions in the RNA and were deemed severe (Figs. 2 and
3). Variants c.67-2023T>G and c.859-546G>A were classi-
fied to have a moderate effect as 33% and 36% of the WT
RNA products were present, respectively. As predicted due
to the presence of a downstream cryptic splice donor site
(SDS), variant c.1937+37C>G led to an elongation of exon
13 by 36 nucleotides, which resulted in the introduction of a
premature stop codon (p.Phe647*). Moreover, two intron 13
variants, c.1938-621G>A and c.1938-514A>G, showed a
complex splice pattern that led to the generation of two
mutant transcripts each (Fig. 3a–c). Each of these products
contained a shared PE of 134 nt (PE1) as well as variant-
specific PEs, denoted PE2 (174 nt) or PE3 (109 nt) for
c.1938-621G>A and c.1938-514A>G, respectively (Fig. S6).
For variant c.1938-621G>A only 7% of the total comple-
mentary DNA (cDNA) product showed PE inclusion
whereas for c.1938-514A>G, 87% of the cDNA products
were mutant. To investigate the nature of the PE1 insertions,
we studied the exon 12–17 segment of the mRNA obtained
from photoreceptor progenitor cells (PPCs) derived from a
control person. As depicted in Fig. S7, transcripts containing
PE1 or PE1 and PE2 were identified when PPCs were grown
under nonsense-mediated decay–suppressing conditions.
The sum quantity of these two products was 2.9% of total
mRNA suggesting that there are small amounts of PE
insertions involving PE1 in the healthy retina.
Intriguingly, DI variant c.6148-84A>T showed four RNA

splice products, namely a normal spliced RNA, the skipping
of exon 45, the insertion of a 221-nt PE (pe1a) coupled with
the deletion of exon 44, and finally, the insertion of a 173-nt
PE (pe1b) that consist of the same SDS as pe1a but a different
splice acceptor site (SAS) (Fig. 3d–f). Finally, variant c.3863-
1064A>G showed a complex splice pattern compared with the
WT and variant c.6283-78G>T led to the insertion of a 203-nt
PE in intron 45 (Fig. S6). However, the exact boundaries of
the presumed PE for variant c.3863-1064A>G could not yet
be determined due to technical difficulties.
Overall, 13 novel DI variants were found in 18 alleles. Next

to the novel variants, 14 previously reported pathogenic DI

variants7–9,13,18 were found in a total of 99 alleles, details of
which are shown in Fig. 1b and Table S8.

Identification of novel structural variants in STGD1 cases
Among 1054 STGD and STGD-like patients analyzed, we
identified 11 unique novel heterozygous SVs, all exon-
spanning deletions, in 16 patients. The corresponding
deletions encompass between 1 and 33 exons, ranging from
411 bp to 55.7 kb (Fig. 4, Tables S12–S17). All deletions were
found in a heterozygous state in single cases, except the
smallest (c.699_768+341del), which encompassed 70 bp of
exon 6 and 341 bp of intron 6, and was found in six unrelated
patients of Spanish origin. Deletion breakpoints were
determined employing genomic PCR and Sanger sequencing
for 9 of the 11 deletions. Two deletion junctions (deletions 7
and 11) could not be amplified as the 3’ breakpoints were
located downstream of the gene beyond the regions targeted
by smMIPs. Surprisingly, Sanger sequencing revealed two
complex rearrangements as deletions 5 and 6 carried inverted
fragments of 279 and 224 bp respectively, residing between
large deletions. These small inversions could not be identified
with the CNV detection tool.

Microhomologies, repetitive elements, and non-B DNA
conformation at deletion breakpoints
The breakpoints of the deletions were subjected to bioinfor-
matic analysis to find elements underlying their formation.
The presence of microhomology, repetitive elements, and
non-B DNA conformations was investigated except for
deletions 7 and 11 as exact boundaries could not be
determined by Sanger sequencing. All other studied SVs
presented microhomology at the breakpoint junctions,
ranging in size from 1 to 6 bp (Fig. S8), four of which
presented short insertions (Table S18). In 8 of 11 (72.7%) of
the deletion breakpoints, a known repetitive element was
observed, including seven non–long terminal repeats (non-
LTR) retrotransposons, among which there were one short
interspersed nuclear element (SINE) and four long inter-
spersed nuclear elements (LINEs), three DNA transposons
from the hAT superfamily, and two retrotransposons from the
LTR superfamily. However, no breakpoint was part of a
known element belonging to the same class and no Alu
sequence was observed at the breakpoint junctions. Finally,
the most prevalent non-B conformations observed among our
breakpoints are Oligo(G)n tracts as 21 of these repeats were
found in seven SVs (Tables S18, S19). Inverted repeats were
observed in five breakpoint regions. No direct repeats or
mirror repeats have been detected, therefore excluding triplex
and slipped hairpin structure formation, respectively.

Uniparental isodisomy of chromosome 1
In STGD1 proband DNA14-33085, a causal homozygous DI
variant, c.859-506G>C (p.[Phe287Thrfs*32,=]), was identi-
fied. Segregation analysis revealed this variant to be present
in his unaffected father, but not in his unaffected mother.
To test the possibility that the mother carried a deletion
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strengthen the same cryptic SDS of PE2 slightly or strongly, respectively, as based on the Human Splicing Finder (HSF). Variant c.1938-514A>G creates a new
strong SDS of PE3. The canonical and putative canonical splice sequences are given in bold lettering. The first and last positions of the PEs are provided.
b Agarose gel analysis of reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) products for intron 13 variants upon HEK293T cell splice assays. PE2 and
PE3 were observed as single insertions, but also in combination with PE1. #Heteroduplex fragments of the lower bands. c Schematic representation of all
mutant transcripts identified upon RT-PCR in HEK293T cell splice assays and of PE1 and PE1/PE2 observed as naturally occurring PEs when analyzing
photoreceptor progenitor cells (PPCs) derived from a healthy individual. Interestingly, PE1 was previously shown to be induced by variant c.1937+435C>G
(*Sangermano et al.)9 and also can be part of mutant transcripts, together with PE2 or PE3. This is surprising as it is located far upstream of the other causal
variants. **Reported by Fadaie et al.13 d Variant c.6148-84A>T strengthens a SDS and results in PE1a or PE1b by employing upstream or downstream splice
acceptor sites, respectively. These splice acceptor sites are comparable in predicted strength based on HSF. The canonical splice sequences are given in bold.
e Agarose gel analysis of RT-PCR products due to c.6148-84A>T. f The largest fragment shows a 173-nt PE insertion between exons 44 and 45. The second
largest band contains a 221-nt PE insertion (PE1a) and skipping of exon 44. The third-largest fragment represents the WT messenger RNA (mRNA) and the
smallest fragment misses exon 45. The relative amounts of the products are listed at the right side.
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spanning this variant, we performed CNV analysis in
the proband’s ABCA4 gene. No deletion was identified
(Table S17, column AU) and no heterozygous SNPs were
observed in or near ABCA4 in the proband’s DNA. To test
whether the chromosome 1 of the father carrying the c.859-
506G>C ABCA4 variant was passed on to the proband as
two copies (UPD), exome sequencing was conducted for the
proband’s DNA. As shown in Fig. S9, chromosome 1 of the
proband carries only homozygous SNPs, strongly suggesting
the occurrence of UPD.

DISCUSSION
Employing 3866 smMIPs, 97.4% of the 128-kb ABCA4 gene
could be sequenced robustly in 1054 genetically unsolved
probands with a STGD or a STGD-like phenotype. In this
way, 448 (42.5%) of the probands could be genetically solved.
We not only identified nine novel NCSS variants and 13 novel
DI variants, but also 11 novel heterozygous SVs. The large
setup of this study allowed us to provide a “landscape”
overview of the different variant types underlying STGD1. As
depicted in Fig. 1a, we can appreciate that DI variants
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constitute a significant cause of STGD1, i.e., 11.7% of the
alleles in biallelic cases, identified in 22.5% of biallelic
probands. Deletions constitute 1.8% of alleles and were found
in 3.5% of biallelic cases. Seven probands carried two DI
variants or one DI variant and one SV. Taken together, “dark
matter” alleles were found in 113/448 (25.2%) biallelic STGD1
probands. Together, these results strongly argue for a
complete sequence analysis of the ABCA4 gene to fully
appreciate its mutational landscape.

Complex splice defects due to intron 13 and 44 variants
Interestingly, the two intron 13 DI variants, i.e., c.1938-
621G>A and c.1938-514G>A, were in close vicinity of two
previously described variants, c.1937+435C>G9 and c.1938-
619A>G.10,13 As shown in Fig. 3a–c the PE resulting from
c.1937-514A>G (PE3) is located adjacent to PE2 as they share
a dual SAS/SDS (Fig. 3a–c). The involvement of PE1, located
491, 493, and 775 nt upstream of variants c.1937-621G>A,
c.1937-619A>G, and c.1937-514A>G, respectively, is very
surprising. Control PPCs also show a small percentage (2.9%)
of mRNAs containing PE1 or PE1–PE2. Interestingly, the SDS
of PE1 also can be employed as a SAS, which, in theory could
render this intronic SAS/SDS a target for recursive splicing.25

Together, these findings suggest that there is a “natural
sensitivity” for PE1 to be recognized as a PE even if the splice
defect is located far downstream. Intron 44 variant c.6148-
84A>T interestingly resulted in three abnormal splice
products involving different PE insertions with or without
flanking exon 44 or 45 deletions. Follow-up studies employing
patient-derived retinal-like cells are required to validate these
complex splicing patterns.
In Table S20, we listed all published 353 DI variant

alleles.5–13,18,26,27 The three most frequent are c.4253+43G>A
(n= 100), c.4539+2001G>A (n= 64), and c.5196+1137G>A
(n= 47). For some DI variants, the splice defects in
HEK293T cells or patient-derived PPCs are very small
(c.769-784C>T, c.1937+435G>C, c.1937-621G>A)9,28 (this
study) or smaller than expected (c.4539+2001G>A, c.4539
+2028C>T). We hypothesize that retina-specific splice factors
play roles that are largely missing (HEK293T cells) or
underrepresented (PPCs) compared with the normal retina.

Current state of knowledge on structural variants in ABCA4
In this study, 11 unique SVs with sizes ranging from 411 bp to
55.7 kb were readily identified employing an easy-to-use
visual detection tool taking advantage of the high number of
reads obtained from smMIPs-based sequencing. Although
this tool needs further automation to increase its performance
for the detection of smaller deletions or duplications, it
demonstrated its efficiency for deletions as small as 411 bp. To
our knowledge, 47 different SVs have been identified in
STGD1 patients (Table S21), 25 of which have been published
elsewhere. Forty SVs are deletions, ranging in size from 23 bp
to complete deletion of the ABCA4 gene. There are six
duplications, ranging from 24 bp to 26 kb, two indels, and one
small insertion of 24 bp. As shown in Fig. S10, these SVs are

spread over the entire gene. All SVs are rare, except for a 23-
bp deletion affecting the splicing of exons 28 and 29 in 15
Israeli probands, as well as deletions spanning exons 20–22
and exon 6, both found in 6 probands, in Belgium/Germany/
Netherlands and from Iberic origin, respectively, suggesting
founder effects.
This genomic instability could be explained by the local

genomic architecture (the presence of microhomology, repeti-
tive elements, sequences forming non-B DNA conformations,
and sequence motifs), leading to genomic rearrangements by
impairing the replication process. For example, a microhomol-
ogy of 1–4 bp may facilitate nonhomologous end joining
(NHEJ)29 and longer microhomologies of between 5 and 25 bp
may favor microhomology-mediated end joining (MMEJ).30

The assessment of the local architecture of deletions identified
in this study lead us to rule out the non-allelic homologous
recombination (NAHR) hypothesis (as no Alu sequence or L1
at any breakpoint was observed) and to propose the NHEJ or
replication slippage models as the main implicated mechanisms
(Table S18, Fig. S8). Indeed, the presence of microhomologies
<5 bp in most of the junctions, and of scars characterized by
insertion of several random nucleotides, could be a signature
for NHEJ. Alternatively, several examples of an impaired
replication fork have been noted that supports the replicative-
based repair model. Indeed, despite the absence of repetitive
elements of the same class at both sides of the breakpoints,
their presence may initiate the formation of secondary
structures, as repetitive elements could be more difficult to
replicate, leading to an increased chance of replication fork
stalling or collapsing.31 Finally, Oligo(G)n tracts displayed a
significant overrepresentation in the breakpoint regions. Such
structures can induce tetraplex formation32 and could also
trigger rearrangement.

Uniparental isodisomy chromosome 1
UPD was found in one STGD1 case in this study, which
represents the third STGD1 case showing UPD thus far
reported.33,34 UPD is a rare event, with an estimated
occurrence of 1 in 5000 or even fewer individuals.35 UPD
was also described in six other inherited retinal dystrophy
patients in which chromosomes 1, 2, and 6 were impli-
cated.36–41 We cannot exclude that there are additional
UPD cases in our cohort as segregation analysis was not
performed for all homozygous cases. Our finding stresses
the importance of segregation analysis in the parents’ DNAs
as the recurrence risk for future offspring is very low in
UPD families.

Missing heritability
In 174/1054 (16.5%) of probands, we identified only one
(likely) causal allele. In view of the high carrier frequency of
ABCA4 variants in the general population, estimated to be
~5%,3,14 about one-third of these monoallelic cases may be
explained in this way. This may even be higher as we
intentionally recruited monoallelic STGD and STGD-like
probands for this study. Some causal variants may have
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escaped our attention. First, we have not focused on variants
affecting transcription regulation. Thus far, there is limited
evidence for ABCA4 variants affecting transcription,7 but the
reported putative regulatory variants were not found in this
study. As in silico tools (Alamut algorithms, SpliceAI)42 may
not predict retina-specific splice defects, we may have missed
some causal variants. Also, smMIPs-based sequencing may
miss heterozygous deletions smaller than ~400 bp and will not
detect insertions or inversions larger than ~40 bp. In addition,
more refined functional tests of coding and noncoding
ABCA4 variants are needed to understand the full genetic
landscape of STGD1.
The major advantages of smMIPs-based ABCA4 sequencing

compared with genome sequencing are that it (1) is at least an
order of magnitude cheaper than genome sequencing, (2)
results in much smaller data storage, and (3) requires no
separate informed consent regarding secondary findings.
Disadvantages of smMIPs are that (1) it is restricted to one
or a few genes if including introns, (2) it is more cost-effective
when large series are analyzed, (3) the analysis is suitable for
the detection of CNVs but not for inversions and insertions,
and (4) the sequencing procedure and variant calling require a
specialized setup.
In our study a significant fraction of probands carried one

(likely) causal variant or c.5603A>T as a single allele (239;
22.7%) or no causal variant (364; 34.5%). A more compre-
hensive smMIPs-based screening platform for these STGD-
like cases would likely require the sequence analysis of an
additional ~80 genes associated with inherited central vision
defects.
As shown in this study, smMIPs-based analysis of the

complete sequence(s) of one or a few genes implicated in
clinically well-defined human diseases may allow the (re)
analysis of hundreds to thousands of samples, in particular by
targeting cohorts in developing countries in which low-cost
analysis is crucial. A similar approach can be applied to all
other frequent monogenic disorders to find missing variants
in noncoding regions to provide a genetic diagnosis.
In conclusion, comprehensive sequence analysis of ABCA4

in 1054 unsolved STGD and STGD-like probands, splice
assays in HEK293T cells, and SV analysis resulted in the
identification of “dark matter” variants in 25% of biallelic
STGD1 probands. Novel complex types of splice defects were
identified for intron 13 and 44 variants. Together with
published causal DI variants and SVs, a detailed genomic and
transcriptomic landscape of ABCA4-associated STGD1 was
thereby established.
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